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Abstract 
 

Some developers continuously write automated 
tests to verify their code, but may not have means to 
determine if their evolving test suite is adequate. 
We present a tool to complement the feedback loops 
created by automated testing. The tool utilizes 
static source code metrics throughout the 
development phase, to provide a post-release field 
quality estimate based on a linear combination of 
these values. Implemented as an open source plug-
in to the Eclipse IDE, the tool also provides color-
coded feedback, which highlights inadequate 
testing efforts. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
With the increasing recognition that software 

quality is essential to the success of a software 
project, tools to estimate this measure would be 
helpful.   We are developing a tool that can be 
tightly coupled with the existing development 
environment. The prototype tool is called the 
“Good Enough” Reliability Tool (GERT1).  GERT 
is based on the Software Testing and Reliability 
Early Warning (STREW) in-process metric suite 
[2]. GERT is designed for ease of use, and is 
intended for development teams that write 
extensive automated test cases throughout the 
development process.  GERT provides post-release 
field quality estimates in terms of trouble reports 
per thousand lines of code, with corresponding 
confidence intervals. The tool uses a linear model 
to combine several static source code metrics. Also, 
the tool provides color-coded feedback on the 
thoroughness of the testing effort relative to prior 
successful projects.   

GERT is available as an open source plug-in 
under the Common Public License (CPL)2 for the 
open source Eclipse3 development environment. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 GERT can be obtained from http://gert.sourceforge.net.  
2 http://www-124.ibm.com/developerworks/oss/CPLv1.0.htm 
3 http://www.eclipse.org 

2. Metrics collected  
 

GERT Version 1 [1] was based on the STREW 
Version 1.3 [3] metric suite.  More recently, the STREW 
metric suite has evolved to Version 2 [2]. The latter 
appears to provide better estimates of the post-release 
field quality.  The STREW metrics are intended for a) 
early, in-process use, and b) to crosscheck each other.  
The STREW Version 2 suite consists of nine metric 
ratios shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: STREW metric elements 

Test quantification 
Metric ID 

Number of Assertions 
SLOC* 

SM1 

Number of Test Cases 
SLOC* 

SM2 

Number of Assertions 
Number of Test Cases 

SM3 

_____(TLOC+/SLOC*)___ 
(Number of ClassesTest  
Number of ClassesSource) 

SM4 

Complexity and O-O metrics 
Σ Cyclomatic ComplexityTest 

Σ Cyclomatic ComplexitySource 

SM5 

Σ CBOTest 

Σ CBOSource 
SM6 

Σ DITTest 

Σ DITSource 
SM7 

Σ WMCTest 

Σ WMCSource 
SM8 

Size adjustment 
SLOC* ____________                                
Minimum SLOC* 

SM9 

* Source Lines of Code (SLOC) is computed as 
non-blank, non-comment source lines of code 
+ Test Lines of Code (TLOC) is computed as 
non-blank, non-comment test lines of code 

     
Metrics SM1 through SM4 are test quantification 

metrics and are specifically intended to crosscheck each 
other to account for coding/testing styles.  Assertions [4] 
are used in two of the metrics as a means for 
demonstrating that the program is behaving as expected 
and as an indication of how thoroughly the source 
classes have been tested on a per class level. SM4 serves 



as a control measure to counter the confounding 
effect of class size. 

Metrics SM5 through SM8 examine the relative 
ratios of test to source code for control flow 
complexity and certain O-O metrics. The cyclomatic 
complexity [5] metric measures the number of 
linearly independent paths in a program. The inter-
object coupling, or CBO, measures the dependency 
of a class on another class’ methods or attributes. 
DIT is a measure of how many ancestor classes a 
class has. WMC measures the number of methods 
and the complexity of those methods in a class.   

The final metric is a relative size adjustment 
factor. Defect density has been shown to increase 
with class size [6]. We account project size in terms 
of SLOC for the projects used to build the STREW 
prediction equation using the size adjustment factor. 

3. How GERT works. 

GERT, a plug-in to the Eclipse IDE, is a 
perspective of the Eclipse workbench. A software 
project or a subset of a project to be analyzed is 
chosen in Eclipse.  Once the analysis has been 
completed, a results summary appears in tabular 
form. All files are partitioned into source and test 
files. Individual metrics for each file are presented 
based on the type of file. The STREW metrics and 
other aggregated metrics are displayed in the top 
table.    

GERT utilizes a multivariate regression model to 
predict post-release field quality. The STREW 
regression model is constructed using quality as the 
dependent variable, and the empirical values of 
STREW metrics as predictors. Based on that, the 
current values of the metrics are calculated to 
provide an empirical estimate of the post-release 
field quality.  The regression equation is built using 
a set of historical values of the STREW measures.  
A confidence interval around the point estimate is 
also calculated.  The results of the STREW model 
are then displayed by a color-coded bar at the top of 
the screen. In the bar, the quality point estimate is 
shown as a bold line, with the calculated confidence 
interval also displayed.     

The tool also provides color-coded feedback on 
the thoroughness of the testing effort relative to the 
historical data from comparable projects. Color-
coding alerts developers as to whether a metric 
value is within acceptable limits. The averages of 
the historical values for each metric serve as the 
reference limit. If a ratio is below the lower limit, 
the value will display in red. Ratios between the 
limits are displayed in orange, while those above the 
upper limit are displayed in green. 
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